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Task Sequencing for High Level
Sensor-Based Control
Nicolas Mansard, Franc¸ois Chaumette
Abstract Classical sensor-based approaches tend to constrain
all the degrees of freedom of a robot during the execution of a
task. In this article a new solution is proposed. The key idea is
to divide the global full-constraining task into several subtasks
that can be applied or inactivated to take into account potential
constraints of the environment. Far from any constraint, the
robot moves according to the full task. When it comes closer
to a conguration to avoid, a higher level controller removes
one or several subtasks, and activates them again when the
constraint is avoided. The last controller ensures the convergence
at the global level by introducing some look-ahead capabilities
when a local minimum is reached. The robot accomplishes
the global task by automatically sequencing sensor-based tasks,
obstacle avoidance and short deliberative phases. In this article, a
complete solution to implement this idea is proposed, along with
several experiments that prove the validity of this approach.
Index Terms Sensor-based control, tasks sequencing, redun-
dancy, avoidance, planning, visual servoing
I. INTRODUCTION
SENSOR-feedback control loop techniques, such as visualservoing [15], [11] provide very efficient solutions to con-
trol robot motions. It supplies high positioning accuracy, good
robustness to sensor noise and calibration uncertainties, and
reactivity to environment changes. However, the convergence
domain is often local: if the initial error is large, such a control
may become erratic or even impossible [5]. By adequately
choosing the sensor features used for the control, like in 2-
1/2-D visual servoing [24] or by using image moments [40],
the convergence domain is enlarged and the robot behavior is
enhanced without loosing the good properties of accuracy and
robustness. However these solutions are inefficient in taking
environment constraints into account. Such constraints are
generally considered as a secondary task [21], [28]. In that
case they can not be completed if the main task involves all the
robot degrees of freedom (DOF). A second solution is to real-
ize a trade off between the main task and the constraints [30]
but with no guarantee about control convergence or constraints
being respected.
A vast number of trajectories are generally available to reach
the goal. The classical control schemes choose a particular
trajectory without knowing if it is valid or not. In certain cases,
this trajectory may lead to instability or singularity. Reactive
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avoidance methods such as [21], [17], [30] simply modify this
trajectory locally, which is not always sufficient.
To always obtain an optimal execution, higher level control
chooses in advance the optimal trajectory by planning a path
to be followed, for example in the sensor space [9], [29]. This
provides a complete solution, which ensures optimality, sta-
bility and physical feasibility to the goal when it is reachable.
It is also able to take several environment constraints into
account, ensuring for example that the tracked object remains
in the camera field of view or the robot avoids its joint limits.
Path planning solves the deficiency of the low-level methods
but it is consequently hardly reactive to environment changes
or execution errors such as localization uncertainties. Some
methods have been proposed to reactively modify the path
[33], [19]. But these methods provide only a local convergence
of the modified path, and still require a lot of knowledge about
the environment to compute the initial path.
Several works have tried to take advantage of these two
solutions, generally by modifying the low-level control loop
with respect to a higher controller level. One approach is
to sequence several simple tasks using an a priori order
[31], [38], [32]. This provides a good robot behavior, but the
choice of the tasks to be sequenced along with the order have
to be tuned by hand for each application. A second set of
solutions are the switching systems: rather than deciding in
advance which path or which task should be used to reach
the goal, switched systems use a set of subsystems along
with a discrete switching control [12], [7]. The robot then
avoids difficult regions by switching from a first control law
(a particular trajectory) to another one when necessary. This
enlarges the stable area to the union of the stable area of each
task used. A last solution is to divide the global task into
several subtasks that are activated or inactivated according to
the current environment state. In [3] a mobile manipulator
moves according to two subtasks. The first one with higher
priority is a deformable-path following. The second one is a
positioning of the embedded arm into the fixed world frame,
that compensates the motions of the mobile platform. When
the deformable path is too far from the initially planned
path, the second subtask has to be suspended because it is
impossible to achieve. A similar idea was used in [41] to
control a highly redundant humanoid robot. The robot moves
in the Cartesian plane using a simple three-dimensional task.
A new subtask is activated to take obstacles into account
only when this task fails. However, the controller and the
criteria proposed in these works to suspend and to activate
the secondary subtasks are difficult to generalize to other
platforms.
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In this work, a general method is proposed to sequence
tasks to reach the goal taking reactively into account several
environment constraints. The key idea is to separate a complete
servoing task into several subtasks, that use only a subspace
of all the robot DOF. At each step, the robot moves to achieve
the active subtasks, until it reaches the goal position where all
the subtasks are applied and realized. A higher-level controller
can remove or put back some subtasks, in order to relax some
DOF. These available DOF are used to take into account
additional constraints such as visual-occlusion or joint-limit
avoidance. More precisely when the robot comes close to
violate a constraint, the higher-level controller chooses the
adequate DOF to be used to ensure the constraint is respected,
and removes the corresponding subtask from the active ones.
This subtask is later put back, when the robot no more violates
the constraint.
This paper presents a complete method to realize this
general idea. The complete controller is composed of several
layers that provide a good robot behavior at all levels, from a
local and accurate convergence to the convergence from a very
distant initial position around obstacles. To provide a good
overview on this scheme, the global structure including all the
controllers is first presented in Section II. The complete system
is then built bottom-up, each different layer being detailed in a
different section from Section III to V. The described method
is general and can be applied for all sensor-feedback control
methods. For this article, it was nevertheless applied to visual
servoing. The additional constraints are classical avoidances
that can be encountered in real robotic system, such as joint-
limit, visual-occlusion and obstacle avoidance. The subtasks
and constraints used to realize the experiments are briefly
presented in Section VI. The experimental results are finally
set out in Section VII.
II. CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
We first present the global architecture of the system to
provide a large overview of the controllers detailed in the next
sections. The system is composed of four layers of controllers,
each stage controlling the actions of the controllers above it.
Figure 1 sums up the architecture.
1) The rst controller is composed of a stack which orders
the subtasks currently active. Only the subtasks in the stack are
taken into account in the control law. The subtask at the bottom
level has priority over all the others, and the priority decreases
as the stack level increases. The control law is computed from
the subtasks in the stack, in accordance with three rules:
- any new subtask added in the stack does not disturb the
subtasks already in the stack.
- the control law is continuous, even when a subtask is
added or removed from the stack. The robot is controlled
through the articular velocity q˙. A break of continuity
would mean an infinite acceleration during a short period
of time, which would imply that the control is not
correctly applied.
- if possible, the additional constraints should be added to
the control law, but without disturbing the subtasks in the
stack.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the global system, composed of four controller layers.
The first low level (sensor-based level) computes the control law from the
stack. At the second level, a first set of controllers (in blue in the figure)
ensures that the environment constraints are respected by removing subtasks
when needed. Upper level (push-back controller, in red in the figure) pushes
the removed subtasks back in the stack when the corresponding constraint is
satisfied. Finally, the top level (convergence controller, in green in the figure)
ensures the convergence of the bottom controllers by ending potential local
minimum and dead-lock.
The control law is computed from the stack, using the re-
dundancy formalism introduced in [35], [37]. The additional
constraints are added at the very top of the stack, which
means that they are taken into account only if some DOF
remain free after applying the active subtasks. This priority
order may seem illogical, considering that the constraints are
obstacles that the robot should avoid above all. However, the
positioning task has priority since it is the task we want to see
completed, despite the presence of the obstacles. The second
level controller is then used to ensure that the constraints are
respected when it is obvious that the robot will violate them.
2) The second controller ensures that enough DOF remain
free to take the constraints into account, and thus that the
environment constraints are respected. The controller detects
that the constraints are not sufficiently taken into account by
a linear prediction over the robot position with respect to the
applied control law. When a constraint violation is predicted
for the next few iterations, the controller selects the optimal
subtask to be removed from the stack using the measures
we proposed in [26]. In some cases, the removing of one
subtask is not enough to satisfy the constraint. This could
occur when the dynamic of the constraint is too high with
respect to the robot reactivity, or when the necessary DOF
is shared by two tasks that are both to be removed before
the constraint is properly taken into account. In this case, the
controller removes a second task at next iteration, and so on.
3) The third controller observes the subtasks that have been
removed from the stack by the second controller and try to put
them back in the stack as soon as possible. At the beginning of
the servo, all the subtasks are in the stack. A subtask outside
the stack can thus always be linked to a constraint that was the
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reason of its removal. The controller computes the effects on
the control law due to the reinsertion of the removed subtask
into stack. The subtask is put back in the stack when no
constraint violation is predicted any more.
4) The top controller ensures the convergence of the system
by solving the dead locks of the bottom controllers. The
three bottom controllers ensure only a local convergence. Two
problems may occur while using only these controllers:
- at some moment which will be emphasized in Section V-
A, the third controller may be unable to put back a
removed subtask in the stack. One subtask is thus in a lo-
cal minimum. This is easily detectable: a local minimum
occurs when all the subtasks in the stack are completed
while a subtask remains out of the stack.
- on the contrary it may happen that the third controller
puts back a subtask too early. The subtask will then be
removed some times later for the same reason as before,
then put back again. These dead-locks can be detected by
looking at a loop in the execution graph.
In these cases the controller adds a new specific task into the
stack that is dedicated to solve these problems, for example
by specifying an intermediary goal to reach or by computing a
local path to follow. The corresponding mechanism is detailed
in Section V-B.
The differences between our strategy and classical path
planning are thus significant. With the control strategy pro-
posed above, the robot is able to reach the goal by using
only the low level sensor-based controllers in the general
case. Only the current available sensor values are thus needed
at each iteration. In very difficult situations the low-level
minimization-based control is not sufficient. The last controller
then gets the robot out from the local minimum by using some
global knowledge such as a map or some a-priori about the
robotic system setup. In this case, the last controller is not used
till the end of the servo but only until the local minimum is left.
Using this global scheme, the robot execution keeps the good
properties of sensor-based control (rapidity, accuracy, low
computation rates...) along with a large convergence domain
provided by the look-ahead capabilities of the top controller.
III. SENSOR-BASED CONTROL USING A STACK OF TASKS
In this section, the control law of the first controller is de-
signed. This controller is based on a stack of tasks, composed
of the current active tasks, and on the constraints which have to
be taken into account. This stack makes possible very simple
actions on the robot, such as activate a task (put a task in the
stack), remove a task or swap the priority between two tasks.
We explain first how to sequence tasks and to maintain the
tasks already achieved. Section III-A recalls the redundancy
formalism [21], [14]. It has first been used for sensor-based
control in [35] and in numerous applications since (e.g. visual
servoing in [11], force distribution for the legs of a walking
machine [18], or human-machine cooperation using vision
control [13]). The idea is to use the DOF left by a first task to
realize a secondary task at best without disturbing the first one.
The major advantage of the redundancy formalism with respect
to other methods that join two objectives in one control law
(such as [30] and [4]) is that the secondary task has no effect
on the task having priority due to the choice of an appropriate
projection operator.
Section III-B sets out the way the redundancy formalism
is used to stack several subtasks. The method presented here
has been first proposed in [14] and formalized in [37]. It has
often been used since for highly redundant systems such as
humanoids [36] or virtual-entity control for animation [1]. In
Section III-C, we briefly recall the method proposed in [25]
to ensure the control law continuity, using a non homoge-
neous first order differential equation. Finally, the Gradient
Projection Method (GPM) is recalled in Section III-D. This
method has been first proposed for non-linear optimization
[34]. It has been widely used for dealing with various types
of constraints in robotic (see for example [21], [22] for joint-
limit and singularity avoidance, [17] for obstacle avoidance or
[28] for occlusion avoidance). The final control law used is
given in Section III-E.
A. Redundancy formalism for two tasks
Let q be the articular vector of the robot. Let e1 and e2 be
two tasks, Ji = ∂ei∂q (i = 1, 2) their Jacobian, defined by:
e˙i =
∂ei
∂q
q˙ = Jiq˙ (1)
Since the robot is controlled using its articular velocity q˙,
(1) has to be inverted. The general solution (with i = 1) is:
q˙ = J+1 e˙1 + P1z (2)
where P1 is the orthogonal projection operator on the null
space of J1 and J+1 the pseudoinverse of J1. Vector z can be
used to apply a secondary command, that will not disturb the
task e1 having priority. Here, z is used to carry out at best
the task e2. Introducing (2) in (1) (with i = 2), we obtain:
e˙2 = J2J
+
1 e˙1 + J2P1z (3)
By solving this last equation for z, and introducing the
computed z in (2), we finally get:
q˙ = J+1 e˙1 + P1(J2P1)
+(e˙2 − J2J
+
1 e˙1) (4)
Since P1 is Hermitian and idempotent (it is a projection
operator), (4) can be written:
q˙ = J+1 e˙1 + J˜2
+˜˙e2 (5)
where J˜2 = J2P1 is the limited Jacobian of the task e2, giv-
ing the available range for the secondary task to be performed
without affecting the first task, and ˜˙e2 = e˙2 − J2J+1 e˙1 is the
secondary task function, without the part J2J+1 e˙1 of the job
already accomplished by the first task. A very good intuitive
explanation of this equation is given in [1].
B. Extending redundancy formalism for several tasks
Let (e1,J1) ... (en,Jn) be n tasks. We want to extend (5)
to these n tasks. Task ei should not disturb task ej if i > j.
A recursive extension of (5) is proposed in [37]:{
q˙0 = 0
q˙i = q˙i−1 + (JiP
A
i−1)
+(e˙i − Jiq˙i−1), i = 1..n
(6)
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where PAi is the projector onto the null-space of the aug-
mented Jacobian JAi = (J1, . . .Ji) and J˜i = JiP
A
i−1 is the
limited Jacobian of the task i . The robot articular velocity
realizing all the tasks in the stack is q˙ = q˙n.
Using directly this recursive equation, a projector has to be
computed at each step of the computation. A recursive formula
for the computation of the projector is proposed in [1]. We
recall this equation here:{
PA0 = I
PAi = P
A
i−1 − J˜i
+
J˜i
(7)
where I is the identity matrix.
Such a hierarchical structure implies some new singularities
in the control [8]. Several solutions have been proposed to
avoid these new singularities. The first one would be to use the
damped-least-square inverse instead of the classical pseudo-
inverse [23], [10]. However, the damped factor is difficult to
tune, and is often required to be tuned “by hand”. A second
solution would be to use the Jacobian Ji instead of the limited
Jacobian J˜i when computing the pseudo-inverse in (6). The
resulting equation is [25], [8]:
q˙i = q˙i−1 + P
A
i−1J
+
i e˙i, i = 1..n (8)
Comparing to (6), this solution still preserves the hierarchy.
However, the control law of the secondary task is not optimal
since the projection operator is not taken into account in the
pseudo-inverse. In return, this solution is only subject to the
singularities of the full Jacobian JAn . Finally, a last solution
would be to consider the new singularities as new constraints
to deal with during the servo [27] for example using the
Gradient Projection Method. Since we also use the GPM for
constraint application (see Section III-D), it is easy to combine
it to avoid the singularities. Finally, such singularities do not
appear if the global task Jacobian JAn is full row rank (i.e.
the number of rows is equals to the rank). This is the case in
particular in the experiments presented in this article, thanks to
the use of approximately decoupled sensor-based features [40],
that is why we have chosen to use (6) in our implementation.
C. Smooth transition
Usually, the control law is obtained from the following
equation that constrains the behavior of the task function:
e˙ = f1(e) = −λe (9)
Since e˙ = Jq˙, the control law realizing (9) as best as possible
is:
q˙ = −λJ+e (10)
where λ is used as a parameter to tune the robot speed. The
function f1 in (9) is chosen by the programmer to link e˙ and
e. One generally chooses f1(e) = −λe to set an exponential
decoupled decreasing of the error.
The problem of continuity when changing the task e is due
to the lack of constraints on the initial value of e˙. Let eA
be a global task, used to drive the robot until time t = 0. At
this time, the control law switches to a second task eB. Since
e and q˙ are linearly linked, no continuity guarantee can be
ensured on q˙, at time t=0.
Soueres et al. proposed a solution to this problem in [38],
[39]. They used a second order linear dynamics instead of (10)
to take into account two initial conditions (e(0), e˙(0)):
e¨ + α e˙ + β e = 0 (11)
where the two parameters α and β are used to control both
the robot speed and the length of the transient time response.
The main drawback is the difficulty in choosing these two
parameters to obtain the desired behavior.
In [25], we have proposed to use a non homogeneous
first order differential equation to ensure the continuity and
to properly decouple the tuning parameters. The differential
equation is
e˙ = f2(e) = −λe + ρ(t) (12)
where the non homogeneous part ρ(t) is
ρ(t) = e−µt
(
˙eA(0) + λeB(0)
)
(13)
where µ is used to set the length of the transient time, and
λ to set the decreasing speed of the error. This differential
equation is equivalent to a second order one:
e¨ + (λ + µ) e˙ + (λµ) e = 0 (14)
Nevertheless, unlike (α, β), this couple of parameters (λ, µ)
is properly decoupled. In particular, the end of the transient
time is only set by µ. Indeed, the transient period ends when
f1 (see (9)) and f2 (see (12)) are numerically equivalent, that
is to say when ρ(t) is insignificant compared to e(t), i.e.
δ(t) =
f1(t)− f2(t)
||f1(t)||
=
ρ(0)
λ
e−µt << 1 (15)
The term δ is exponentially decreasing, with a speed set
by µ. The task function e(t) is equivalent to a decreasing
exponential function set by λ. It is simply necessary to choose
µ bigger than λ to ensure a short transient time response, in
comparison with the decreasing time of the task error. The
bigger the value µ, the shorter the transient time, but the
stronger the acceleration. Experimentally µ = 10 λ is chosen.
Let (e1, . . . , en) be a stack of n tasks. The decreasing speed
of each task is chosen separately by using
e˙ =
 e˙1...
e˙n
 = −
 λ1 0. . .
0 λn

 e1...
en
 = −Λe (16)
Equation (6) can be written as q˙ = Ae˙, where the explicit
expression of A is left to the reader. Using (12) and (16), we
deduce the complete expression of the control law computed
from a stack of tasks{
q˙i = q˙i−1 + (JiP
A
i−1)
+(−λiei − Jiq˙i−1)
q˙ = q˙n + e
−µ(t−τ)
(
e˙(τ) + Λe(τ)
) (17)
where τ is the time of the last modification of the stack.
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D. The Gradient Projection Method
The control law computed above ensures the decreasing
of the tasks in the stack, without taking into account the
environment of the robot except the interaction between the
target and the sensor. To integrate sensor-based control into a
complex robotic system, the control law should also make sure
that it avoids undesired configurations, such as for example
for an eye-in-hand robotic arm joint limits, visual occlusion,
obstacles and kinematic singularities. This is done using the
Gradient Projection Method [34], [21], [17]. The experiments
presented in Section VII demonstrates the generality of this
method, applied in this work for joint-limit, visual-occlusion
and obstacle avoidance.
In this approach, the robot moves to satisfy the constraints
imposed by the environment. The constraints are described
by a cost function. The gradient of this cost function can be
considered as an artificial force, pushing the robot away from
the undesirable configurations. At each iteration, an artificial
force g(q) is induced by the cost function at the current
position. Let us consider the problem:
min V(q), q ∈ Rk (18)
where k is the number of robot joints. The classical solution
is to move the robot according to the gradient of the cost
function, computed in the articular space.
q˙ = κg(q) = −κ∇>q V (19)
where κ is a positive scalar, used as a gain. Therefore, the
cost function is generally expressed in the space of the con-
figuration to avoid (e.g. the cost function of visual-occlusion
constraint is generally expressed in the image space). Let Φ
be a parametrization of this space. The cost function is now
VΦ = V(Φ(q)). The corresponding artificial force is given by
[29]
gΦ(q) = −
(∂Φ
∂q
)+
∇>ΦVΦ (20)
where we can note the use of the Jacobian pseudoinverse.
Classical methods propose generally to use simply the trans-
pose of the Jacobian, the artificial force being then gΦ(q) =
−
(
∂Φ
∂q
)>
∇>ΦVΦ. Since the pseudoinverse provides the least-
square solution, the resulting artificial force (20) is the most
efficient one at equivalent norm.
Considering now several minimization problems V i = V iΦi ,
where Φi are different parametrizations. The global cost
function can be written:
V =
∑
i
γiV
i
Φi
(21)
where the scale factors γi are used to adjust the relative
influence of the different forces. The force realizing a trade-off
between these constraints is thus:
g =
∑
i
γi g
i
Φi
=
∑
i
γi
(∂Φi
∂q
)+
∇>ΦiV
i
Φi
(22)
We will see in Section VI the complete definition of the cost
functions V for several classical constraints.
E. Final control law
The gradient g defined in (22) is used as the last task of
the stack. It has thus to be projected onto the null space of
each task into the stack. Using (17), the complete control law
is finally
q˙ = q˙n + e
−µ(t−τ)
(
e˙(τ) + Λe(τ)
)
− κPAn g (23)
Therefore, the realization of the constraints depends on two
factors. First of all, it depends on the projector PAn . When the
stack is almost empty, the rank of PAn is high, and the gradient
is not much modified. However when the rank decreases near
zero (that is when the stack is almost full), the gradient is
highly disturbed, especially if the favorite vector direction
of the gradient g does not belong to the range of PAn . Of
course, when the stack is full, the projector becomes 0. The
gradient is thus not taken into account any more, and nothing
is done to take the constraints into account. The second factor
is the gain κ, which defines the influence of the avoidance in
the global control law. The choice of this parameter is very
important. Indeed, if κ is too small, the gradient force may be
too small to respect the constraints. Besides, if κ is too high,
some overshoot can occur in the computed velocity. Methods
that set this parameter automatically exist (for example [6] for
joint-limit avoidance). However it is difficult to generalize to
an arbitrary number of additional constraints simultaneously.
Moreover, these methods do not provide any solution to the
problem due to the rank of PAn .
Instead, when the gradient projection method cannot be
applied efficiently, we propose to select the subtask of the
stack which prevents the control to respect the constraints,
and to remove it from the stack. This solution is detailed in
the next section.
IV. USING A STACK CONTROLLER
In this section, a controller that removes a subtask from
the stack when necessary is proposed. As already explained,
a subtask has to be removed from the stack when the current
control law is violating one of the constraint to be respected
(for example the robot nearly reaches a joint limit). Two
criteria have to be built, the first one to decide when a subtask
should be removed, the second to choose which subtask to
remove.
A. When to remove a subtask ?
The chosen criterion simply consists in determining the ef-
fect of the current control law by performing a prediction step
before sending the computed velocity to the robot. Let q(t)
be the current articular position of the robot. The predicted
position q̂(t + 1) is given by
q̂(t + 1) = q(t) + ∆tq˙ (24)
where q˙ is the control law, computed using (23) and ∆t can
be seen as a gain. A subtask has to be removed from the stack
if V(q̂(t + 1)) is above a fixed threshold, where V is the cost
function representing the constraints introduced in (21).
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B. Which subtask to remove ?
The idea is to detect which subtask induces the most critical
conflict with the current projected gradient. We propose two
criteria to be computed for each subtask. The subtask to
remove is the one corresponding to the maximum (or the
minimum, in case of the second criterion) of the values
computed. Using both criteria simultaneously gives a more
reliable choice. In the following, we present the two criteria,
for a subtask ei, whose Jacobian is Ji, and for an avoidance
gradient g(q).
1) First criterion: The first criterion compares directly the
direction of the velocity induced by the subtask, and the one
induced by the avoidance gradient. The subtask to remove is
the one whose velocity direction corresponds to the opposite
of the gradient direction (see Fig. 2(a)). This is done by
computing the inner product of the two velocities projected
in the same space. The most logical common space seems to
be the space of articular velocities. Criterion C1 is thus
C1 = − < J
+
i ei|g > (25)
Another common space can be used, such as the space of the
task, using C1b =< ei|Jig >. In this case, the common space
depends on each subtask. The experiments have shown that
the behavior using any of these criteria is very similar.
This first criterion depends linearly of the task function ei.
If the subtask is nearly completed (ei is very low), the criterion
is very low. We have experimentally noticed that, using (25),
the task controller always removes the last subtask added. We
thus use a normalized criterion
C1
′ =
1
||ei||
C1 (26)
Using this last definition, the choice is only based on the
velocity direction, and no longer on the velocity norm. There-
fore, when the velocity induced by a subtask is very low, the
normalization is equivalent to a division by a nearly zero value.
That can produce unstable results. The next criterion solve this
problem.
2) Second criterion: To compute the final control law, the
gradient is projected onto the null space of each subtask. The
second criterion computes the contribution of each subtask
to this projection. The idea is to remove the subtask whose
contribution disrupts the most the constraint (see Fig. 2(b)).
The criterion is defined by:
C2 = ||Pig|| (27)
where Pi = I− J+i Ji is the projection operator onto the null
space of the subtask. Since Pi is a projection operator, for all
vector x, ||Pix|| ≤ ||x||. The less the gradient is in the null
space of the subtask, the more it is disturbed, the smaller the
value of the criterion. The subtask to be removed is thus the
one corresponding to the minimum of C2.
3) Another way to compute the second criterion: Another
idea is to check if the gradient vector is in the null space of
the control law due to the subtask. This subspace is given by
(2): it is the range of J+i . Consider a basis (v1 . . .vk) of the
g
J3
J2
J1
e3
e2
e1
C1
C1
C1
(a)
g
e3
e2
P1
P3
P2
e1
C2
C2
C2
(b)
Fig. 2. Computation example for the two criteria. Three subtasks are in the
stack. The robot is located at the starting point of the three task vectors. The
constraint is represented by an obstacle (the hatched line), close to the robot.
The corresponding avoidance gradient is g. Intuitively, the subtask that drives
the robot into the obstacle is the green one. (a) Criterion C1. The maximal
criterion is C1(e3), in green (C1(e1) is negative and C1(e2) is nearly zero).
(b) Criterion C2. Projectors P1, P2 and P3 are represented by their vectorial
directions (orthogonal to the task vector). The gradient is projected onto these
lines. The minimal is C2(e3) as requested. In the case of this criterion, the
sign of the subtask control law is not taken into account. The criterion value
for e1 is very close to the value for e3 (e1 nullifies the gradient projection
as e3 does, even if it does not drive directly the robot into the obstacle).
range of J+i (where r is the rank of J
+
i ). The criterion is the
norm of the gradient, projected in the range of J+i
C2b = ||
r∑
i=1
(g>vi)vi|| (28)
Let us prove that C2 and C2b are equivalent. The projection
operator does not depend on the basis of its range. Let V be
the basis of SVD of Ji:
Ji = USV
> (29)
The singular values are ordered such that V = (V0 V1)
where the vectors of V0 (respectively of V1) correspond to
the null (respectively to the non null) singular values. The third
criterion can be thus written as
C2b = ||V1V1
>g|| (30)
Using the SVD, (27) can be written as
C2 = ||J
+
i Jig|| = ||V0V0
>g|| = ||(I−V1V1
>)g|| (31)
C2 is minimal when C2b is maximal. In fact, C2 checks if the
gradient is not in the null space of the Jacobian, while C2b
checks if the subtask is in the range of the pseudo inverse
of the Jacobian, which is equivalent. The experiments confirm
that the behaviors using the two criteria are the same. We thus
will consider only criterion C1 and C2 to decide which subtask
to remove when it is necessary.
V. PUSH-BACK CONTROLLER AND LOOK-AHEAD
CONTROLLER
The previous controller ensures that the robot is in the free
space and does not violate any constraint. The two remaining
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controllers are presented in this section. The first one (push-
back controller) is used to push the removed subtask back in
the stack as soon as possible. When the simple couple remove-
add is not sufficient to reach the desired position, the last
controller (look-ahead controller) ensures the convergence by
pushing the robot out of any local minimum or dead-lock (see
Section V-B).
A. Push-back controller
Each subtask outside of the stack has been removed by
the stack controller. The subtask can thus be associated to a
constraint that has caused the removal. The controller should
put the subtask back in the stack as soon as it does not risk to
violate the constraint anymore. This is done by a prediction
phase. The controller predicts the evolution of the constraint
cost-function value with respect to the motion of the robot
driven only by the subtask. Let ei be a subtask that is not in the
stack, qt the current articular position, and Φ the parameters
of the space where the constraint that has caused the removal
is defined. The predicted displacement to complete the subtask
is
∆q = −J+i ei (32)
The controller predicts that it is safe to put the subtask back in
the stack if the intersection between the segment Φ([qt,qt +
∆q]) and the region where the constraint is violated is empty.
This can be mathematically written as
max
q∈[qt,qt+∆q]
{
VΦ(q)
}
< Vmax (33)
B. Look-ahead controller
1) When to start: This last controller ensures the conver-
gence of the global algorithm by pushing the robot out of any
local minimum or dead-lock. These two situations may occur
due to the approximations involved in Controller 2 and 3 that
only consider linear approximations of the evolution equations.
These linear approximations are equivalent to consider only
the local part of the environment closest to the robot. The
robot is thus unable to any look-ahead computations and can
come to a dead end. This last controller is introduced to give
to the robot some look-ahead capabilities. An overview of
the controller principle is given by a simple 2D example on
Fig. 3. The robot reaches a local minimum when going toward
the desired position. The look-ahead controller is activated to
leave the attractive area of the local minimum. When the robot
leaves the local minimum, the sensor-based control is activated
again. If another local minimum is reached, the controller is
activated once more, then inactivated again when the new local
minimum is left, etc.
2) What to do: When a dead lock or a local minimum is
reached, the controller has to introduce a specific task in the
stack that is able to move the robot out of the dead end. This
kind of problem has already been widely considered in robotic
to enlarge the convergence area of local path planning methods
[17], [2], [20]. Several solutions can be proposed. A first
solution is to compute some open-loop displacement to leave
the dead end (for example by introducing some random term
Error decrease
Local minimum
Path−based
Sensor−based
init
desired
Fig. 3. Reaching the convergence domain. The look-ahead controller starts
and stops several times, until the convergence domain is properly reached.
The top controller is stopped as soon as the robot reaches a new region, but
is reactivated if necessary.
in the robot displacement [2]). A second more-reliable solution
is to use some additional knowledge about the environment to
compute a path that leaves the local minimum. The task to be
introduced in the stack by the look-ahead controller is then a
sensor-based path following task such as those used in [35],
[?]. Even if this solution requires a lot of knowledge about
the environment, this method is different to the classical path-
planning/execution method since 1) path planning is not used
in the normal algorithm running, 2) no plan is computed but
when a dead end is reached and 3) when needed, path planning
is only used in a very short time period only to leave the local
minimum, and not to reach the desired position. A last solution
is to compute a secondary goal that should be reached before
joining the desired position. The task added in the stack is
then a sensor-based servo control to this secondary goal.
These three solutions are all available and the choice has
to be made depending on the application. Since the task to be
added by the controller is highly dependent on the application
context, it is very uneasy and hardly interesting to generalize it
in a mathematical way. In the experiment presented at the end
of the article, we have used the last solution (see Section VII-
C). A secondary goal is defined in the articular space to escape
a local minimum due to non-convex articular structure of the
robot.
3) When to stop: Finally, the look-ahead controller has also
to decide when to remove the specific task from the stack, and
let the normal execution start again. The specific task should be
stopped as soon as the robot reaches the convergence domain
of the sensor-based main task. It is very difficult to determine
if the robot is into the convergence domain since generally no
analytical description of the domain can be written. We rather
compute if the robot has left the convex sub-area where the
removed sensor-based subtask was unable to converge. This
can be obtained by considering the progress of the sensor-
based subtask. In the example depicted in Fig. 4, the task
error increases when going round the obstacle, since the robot
is leaving a local minimum. When the local minimum is
left, the sensor-based task error starts decreasing. The look-
ahead controller is thus inactivated when the subtask error is
decreasing, that is to say when e˙i is negative. To prevent any
false detection due to measure noise, the error derivative is
integrated onto several iteration. The controller inactivation
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Fig. 4. Example of the interest of the look-ahead controller for the execution
environment presented in Fig. 3 (a) The trajectory of the robot in the plane
along with the value of the error for each position (b) Evolution of the
error versus time for the same robot execution. The look-ahead controller
is activated a first time when a local minimum is reached. The error increases
when leaving the local minimum. The controller is stopped as soon as it is
detected that the sensor error is decreasing. The similar sequence is applied
when a second local minimum is reached .
criterion is thus :
C =
∫ t
t−∆t
e˙(qt)dt < 0 (34)
where ∆t is a parameter that tunes the length of the integration
time interval (this parameter is not very important since it is
just used to prevent the false detection due to velocity peak.
∆t is typically set to five iterations in the experiments). Finally
after integration of the derivative, the inactivation criterion can
be written
C = e(t)− e(t−∆t) < 0 (35)
VI. IMPLEMENTATION IN VISUAL SERVOING
The only hypothesis done to realize the work presented in
the previous sections is that the main task is a task func-
tion [35]. The proposed control scheme is thus very general
and can be applied in several domains for closed-loop control.
We have implemented our approach using the visual-servoing
framework [11], [15] to control a six-DOF eye-in-hand robot.
The environment constraints we have considered to validate
the proposed architecture are articular joint-limits, occlusion
and obstacles in the Cartesian space. In this section, the
visual servoing framework is first quickly recalled. The visual
features chosen for the servo are image moments [40]. We then
present the cost functions used to represent the constraints we
have considered.
A. Four subtasks to constrain the six DOF
The subtask functions ei used in the remainder of the text
are computed from visual features [11]:
ei = si − s
∗
i (36)
where si is the current value of the visual features for subtask
ei and s∗i their desired value. The interaction matrix Lsi related
to si is defined so that s˙i = Lsiv, where v is the instantaneous
camera velocity. From (36), it is clear that the interaction
matrix Lsi and the task Jacobian Ji are linked by the relation:
Ji = LsiMJq (37)
where the matrix Jq denotes the robot Jacobian (r˙ = Jqq˙) and
M is the matrix that relates the variation of the camera velocity
v to the variation of the chosen camera pose parametrization
(v = Mr˙).
In order to obtain a better and easier control over the robot
trajectory, approximatively decoupled subtasks are chosen.
As explained in the previous parts, there is no need to
choose them perfectly independent, thanks to the redundancy
formalism. The visual features are derived from the image
discrete moments. The discrete moments are computed from
a set of relevant points of the image target. At each iteration,
let xi = (xi, yi) be the position of the points in the image.
The moment mi,j of the object is defined by
mi,j =
N∑
k=1
xiky
j
k (38)
The first subtask eg is based on the position of the center of
gravity. It is defined by:
(xg, yg) = (
m10
m00
,
m01
m00
) (39)
The second subtask eZ uses the area a of the object in the
image to control the range between the robot and the target
[40]:
an =
√
a∗
a
(40)
where a∗ is the value of a computed from the desired image.
To decouple the other subtasks, the centered moments are
used. The centered moment µi,j of a set of points is
µi,j =
N∑
k=1
(xk − xg)
i · (yk − yg)
j (41)
The third subtask eα is used to correctly angle the object in
the image. It uses the orientation of the object in the image,
defined by [40]:
α =
1
2
Arctan
( 2µ11
µ20 − µ02
)
(42)
The last subtask eR uses third order moments to decouple υx
from ωy and υy from ωx. The moments choice is less intuitive
than for the three fist tasks. The reader is invited to refer to
[40] for more details.
B. Avoidance control laws
The avoidance laws are computed using (22). We propose
here an implementation for joint-limit, occlusion and obstacle
avoidance. For each constraints, we give the cost function.
When necessary, the Jacobian matrix used to pass from the
space where the constraint is defined to the articular space is
also provided.
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Fig. 5. Cost function of the joint limits avoidance for an articulation
1) Joint-limit avoidance: The cost function for joint-limit
avoidance is defined directly in the articular space. It reaches
its maximal value near the joint limits, and it is nearly constant
(so that the gradient is nearly zero) far from the limits.
The robot lower and upper joint limits for each axis i are
denoted q¯mini and q¯
max
i . The robot configuration q is said
acceptable if, for all i, qi ∈ [q¯min`i , q¯
max
`i ], where q¯
min
`i =
q¯mini + ρq¯i, q¯
max
`i = q¯
max
i − ρq¯i, q¯i = q¯
max
i − q¯
min
i is the
length of the domain of the articulation i, and ρ is a tuning
parameter, in [0, 1/2] (typically, ρ = 0.1). q¯min`i and q¯
max
`i are
activation thresholds. In the acceptable interval, the avoidance
force should be zero. The cost function V jl is thus given by
(see Fig. 5) [6]:
V jl(q) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
δi
2
∆q¯i
(43)
where
δi =

qi − q¯
min
`i ,
qi − q¯
max
`i ,
0,
if qi < q¯min`i
if qi > q¯max`i
else
2) Occlusion avoidance: Occlusion avoidance depends on
data extracted from the image. An image processing step
detects the occluding object (if any). The avoidance law should
maximize the distance d between the occluding object and the
visual target that is used for the main task. Let dx and dy be
the x and y coordinates of the distance between the target and
the occluding object (d =
√
d2x + d
2
y) and xa be the point
of the occluding object that is the closest to the target.
The cost function V occ is defined in the image space, so
that it is maximal when d is 0, and nearly 0 when d is high
(see Fig. 6). Like in [28], we simply choose:
V occ(d) = e−βd
2
(44)
The parameter β is arbitrary and can be used to tune the effect
of the avoidance control law. The gradient in the image space
is obtained by a simple calculation:
∇>x V
occ =
(
−2βdxe
−βd2
−2βdye
−βd2
)
(45)
The artificial force that avoids the occlusions can be now
computed using (20). The transformation from the image space
to the articular space is given by [29]:
gocc = −
(∂x
∂r
∂r
∂q
)+
∇>x V
occ = −(LxMJq)
+∇>x V
occ (46)
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Fig. 6. Cost function of the visual-occlusion avoidance in the image space
where M and Jq are the transformation matrices defined in
(37), and Lx is the well-known interaction matrix related to
the image point xa.
3) Obstacle avoidance: The obstacles are defined in the
Cartesian 3D space. We propose to use the rotational potential
first proposed in [16] extended from the case of a 2D non-
holonomic robot to the 3D Cartesian space.
Let P0 be the nearest point of the obstacle to the robot.
Let n0 be the normal to the obstacle at P0. To apply the
formalism defined in [16], the 3D Cartesian space should
be restricted to a plane. Let v be the current translational
velocities components of the camera. We consider only the
plane (P0,n0,v). Let t0 be the only tangent to the obstacle
at P0 so that the plane (P0,n0,v) and (P0,n0, t0) are equal.
Let F0 be the orthonormal frame (P0,n0, t0, z0), where z0
is the unique vector so that F0 is orthonormal. Figure 7 sums
up all these vector definitions.
The coordinates of a point in frame F0 are noted r0 =
(n, t, z). The potential function in F0 is defined by:
V obsr0 =
{
1
2k1
(
1
n
− 1
n¯
)2
+ 12k2t(n− n¯)
2
0
if n < n¯
otherwise
(47)
where k1 and k2 are tuning parameters (typically, k1 >> k2),
and n¯ is the maximal distance above which the obstacle is not
taken into account. The function is shown on Fig. 8
The gradient is obtained directly from (47). The correspond-
ing Jacobian is
∂r0
∂q
=
∂r0
∂r
∂r
∂q
= 0Rc
(
I3 03
)
Jq (48)
where 0Rc is the rotation from frame F0 to the camera frame,
I3 and 03 are the identity and the null matrix in dimension
three and Jq is the articular Jacobian.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We present in this section the experiments realized to
validate the proposed method. The experiments have been
realized using a six DOF eye-in-hand Gantry robot. The robot
has to position with respect to a visual target. Since the main
purpose of these experiments was the robot control, the image
processing part has been simplified by using a very easy target
composed of four white dots (see Fig. 9). All the computations
have been done on a classical 2.0GHz PC, with a standard
IEEE1394 firewire camera. The control loop is at video rate
(that is 25Hz), even if no special effort has been done in the
implementation to optimize this point.
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Fig. 7. Frame F0. The origin point of F0 is the nearest point of the obstacle
to the camera, noted P0. Vector n0 is the normal to the obstacle at P0.
Among all the tangent vectors to the obstacle at P0 we choose t0 so that
n0×t0 and n0×v are equal. The last vector z0 of F0 is chosen so that the
frame is orthonormal. In the plane P0,n0, t0, the cost function is defined
by (47). Its gradient vector field is drawn on the figure.
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Fig. 8. Cost function of the obstacle avoidance in plane (P0,n0, t0)
(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Snapshot using the eye-in-hand embedded camera. These pictures
have been taken during the second experiment. (a) Initial image (b) Desired
image
Three set of experiments are presented in the following,
varying the constraints taken into account in the control
law. Since the positioning task uses all the robot DOF, no
redundancy is available for the additional constraints with the
classical formalism. The robot is thus unable to reach the
goal using classical control laws because of the constraints,
but always manages to complete the task using the proposed
method. In the first experiment, the robot has to avoid oc-
clusions due to a moving object passing between the camera
and the target, and to deal with its joint limits at the same
time. In the second experiment, some obstacles have been put
into the work space of the robot. The robot has thus to avoid
simultaneously the obstacles themselves and the occlusions
they can cause to complete the positioning. Since the detection
of such obstacles by image processing is a complex problem,
this last experiment has been realized in simulation only. The
last experiment takes only the joint limits into account. The
robot starts in a non-convex part of its joint-limit space, so
that the look-ahead controller is required to complete the
positioning. This is a typical example of the interest of the
look-ahead controller.
A. First experiment
In this experiment, the robot starts very close to the desired
position. It is asked to maintain this position. During the
servo, an object moves between the target and the camera,
inducing a visual occlusion. The robot has to reactively avoid
this occlusion, and also its joint limits, since the first avoidance
motion drives the robot in it. Finally, when the moving object
has passed on, the robot has to reach the desired position, as
required by the main positioning task.
The experiment is summed up from Fig. 10 to 15. Each
action on the stack (add or remove) is represented by a vertical
straight line on each graph. The events are referenced from (1)
to (5) on Fig. 10.
At Event (1), the controller predicts a visual occlusion,
and removes thus the optimal subtask to take the occlusion
constraint into account (Task eR, see Fig. 11). The robot then
escapes the visual occlusion by mainly rotating around the
target. As shown on Fig. 12, this motion drives the robot into
its joint limits. Once again, the controller predicts the collision,
and removes successively Tasks eα and eZ to deal with the
joint-limits avoidance. At Event (3), the occluding object stops
its motion but does not move away. An equilibrium is reached.
Controller 3 thus decides to put the removed subtasks back in
the stack (the tasks are put back in the removal order, last out,
first in). Since the occluding object has not moved away, the
subtasks have to be removed once more, until the occluding
object moves away (Event (4)). The subtasks are then put back,
and the robot moves to reach the desired position. During the
motion, it nearly reaches one of its joint limits (see Fig. 13). A
subtask is thus temporarily removed from the subtask during
few iterations (Event (5)): according to the criterion values,
the optimal task ez is removed (see Fig. 11).
B. Second experiment
For this experiment, an obstacle is present into the robot
workspace. The robot has to reach a desired position, avoiding
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Fig. 10. Experiment A: Event and activation graph
Each action on the stack (add or remove) is represented by a vertical straight
line on each graph. The relevant actions are regrouped and numbered to be
referenced in the text.
At start all the tasks are in the stack. The task order is [eG, eα, eZ, eR].
Controller 2 predicts an occlusion at Event (1) and Task eR is removed.
The controller then predicts a collision with the joint limits at Event (2), and
removes successively Tasks eα and eZ. Controller 3 puts the three subtasks
back in the stack at Event (3). The stack order is then [eG, eZ, eα, eR].
However since the occluding object has not moved away yet, Controller 2
removes the subtasks from the stack again (one task at each iteration during
three iterations). The occluding object moves away at Event (4). All the
subtasks are then put back (same stack order), and the robot moves to join
its desired position. During the motion, it nearly reaches its joint limits at
Event (5), which causes Controller 2 to remove temporarily Task eZ. After
Event (5), the stack order is [eG, eα, eR, eZ].
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Fig. 11. Experiment A: Tasks criteria for removal
The task corresponding to the maximum of the four criteria is removed by
Controller 2. The criteria are computed only when Controller 2 removes a
task (seven times during this execution). Each time the controller removes
a subtask, a clear maximum appears: the selected criteria are properly
discriminatory. In this experiment, the criterion for eg is forced to zero to
always keep the centering task active, since loosing the centering quickly
leads to the object visibility loss.
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Fig. 12. Experiment A: Camera motion in the Cartesian space (plane X-Y)
The robot nearly reaches the joint limits at point (0.54, 0.04). The occlusion
is then avoided by going forward, closer from the visual target.
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Fig. 13. Experiment A: Articular trajectories
The robot comes very close to its third joint limit at Event (2). It then stays
close to the limit since the DOF not used for positioning are used for occlusion
avoidance. During the motion back to the desired position (after Event (4))
the third joint limit is nearly reached (Event (5)). It is avoided by removing
temporarily Task eZ (as can be seen on Fig. 10).
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Fig. 14. Experiment A: Tasks error
Task eR is removed at Event (1). Tasks eα and ez are removed at Event (2).
Their errors increase from these instants since their corresponding DOF are
used for avoidance. They are definitively put back at Event (4) and then
decrease until 0.
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Fig. 15. Experiment A: Occlusion and joint-limit cost functions
The occlusion function increases until Event (1). As soon as a task is
removed, the occlusion cost function decreases while the robot is far from
the joint limits. At Event (2), the joint-limit function increases. The DOF
used for occlusion avoidance is not available any more. The occlusion function
increases again until other subtasks are removed, and then decreases. Between
Event (3) and (4), the occlusion disappears. During the motion to the desired
position, the robot comes closer from its joint limit. The joint-limit function
increases until it is avoided (Event (5)).
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Fig. 16. Experiment B: Event and activation graph
At the beginning the stack order is [eG, eα, eR, eZ]. Task eg is removed at
Event (1) to avoid the obstacle according to the criterion values (see Fig. 19).
The obstacle is avoided at Event (2) and Task eg put back at the top of
the stack. An occlusion is predicted at Event (3), and Task eg is once more
removed (see Fig. 19). It is lately put back at the top of the stack at Event (4)
to complete the servo.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 17. Experiment B: Snapshots of the eye-in-hand camera
(a) At the initial position (b) When occlusion is predicted (Event (3) (c)
When occlusion is avoided (Event (4) (d) At final position. At this position,
the obstacle is in the field of view. The prediction is accurate enough to detect
that it is harmless.
the obstacle, and also the visual occlusion it can produce. As
said previously, this experiment has been realized in simulation
since the obstacle detection is a difficult part, which is not the
subject of this article.
The events and the corresponding activation of the subtasks
are given in Fig. 16. Figures 17 to 20 show respectively some
screenshots taken from the simulator during the servo, the
Cartesian trajectory of the robot, the criteria evolution and
the error of the subtasks.
The camera has mainly to move backward to reach the
desired position. However this motion drives the robot into
the obstacle. One DOF is freed up by removing Task eG from
the stack (Event(1)). The camera goes around the obstacle and
Task eG is put back in the stack. The camera then passes
behind the obstacle, which causes an occlusion (Event (3)).
Once more, the centering is chosen and removed from the
stack. The occlusion can thus be avoided and the robot reaches
the position after Task eG has been put back at the top of the
stack (Event (4)).
C. Third experiment
The last experiment presents the interest of the look-ahead
controller. The only constraint considered here is the one
imposed by the joint limits. The required motion is mainly a
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Fig. 18. Experiment B: Camera motion in the Cartesian space (plane X-Z).
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Fig. 19. Experiment B: Tasks criteria for removal
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Fig. 20. Experiment B: Tasks error
Only Task eg is relaxed during the servo. The other convergences are
exponential. Between Event (1) and (2), Task eg decreases while it is not
in the stack. The avoidance motion corresponds to a centering. However, the
decreasing is not exponential (it is faster). It is then not possible to let the
subtask in the stack and to avoid the obstacle simultaneously tile Event (5).
Z-rotation of the camera (approximately 60 dg). In that case,
the joint limit of the wrist is reached when doing this rotation.
The robot has then the opposite 300 dg rotation to realize.
When considering the joint limits, the only local minimum
which may occur comes from the non-convex structure of
the map between articular and Cartesian spaces. When the
robot is stuck near a joint limit in a local minimum, the look-
ahead task consists in reaching an intermediate goal, which
is simply defined as the opposite joint limits. This task is
thus applied without any visual-feedback control (but using
the actuator feedback to close the loop). The task function is
simply written:
eart =
(
qi − q¯i
)
(49)
where i is the joint which should be overpassed and q¯i is the
joint upper value q¯maxi if the robot is stuck near the lower joint
limit and q¯mini otherwise.
Fig. 21 to 24 sum up the experiment. The wrist joint (Joint 4
in Fig. 22) starts close to the upper joint limit. At the beginning
the robot simply realizes the minimization of all tasks (all
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Fig. 21. Experiment C: Event and activation graph
The initial stack order is [eG, eα, eR, eZ]. Task eα is removed at Event (1).
The system then converges into a local minimum and the look-ahead controller
is activated at Event (2) by adding the joint-value-based task at the top of
the stack. This special subtask is then removed from the stack while the
subtask eα is put back at Event (3). The stack order is then [eG, eR, eZ, eα].
Almost simultaneously, Task eR is removed temporarily a first time and put
back at Event (4), and a second time (Event (5) and (6)). The final task order
is [eG, eZ, eα, eR].
task errors decrease, see Fig. 23). The corresponding motion
on Joint 4 is a wrong way rotation: the robot realizes the
shortest motion on the wrist torus, disregarding the joint limit.
The fourth articular joint value increases, coming closer to the
joint limit and the joint limit is nearly reached at Event (1)
(see Fig. 22). Controller 2 removes the rotation subtask (see
Fig. 24). The robot manages to complete all the other subtasks
(Event (2)). The system is then in a local minimum. The look-
ahead controller is activated. The fourth joint moves without
considering the visual features, and Task eα error increases.
The error eα starts decreasing at Event (3), which corresponds
to the detection of the limit of the local minimum attraction
domain (34). As soon as the robot leaves this domain, the
look-ahead controller is set off, and Task eα is put back at
the top of the stack. During the final motion, the robot nearly
reaches another joint limit. This implies to temporarily remove
Task eR (Event (4)). Finally, this subtask is quickly put back
in the stack (Event (5)).
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a general method has been proposed to take
into account the constraints due to a real robotic environment
such as joint limits, occlusion or obstacles while moving the
robot according to a main task with higher priority. The full
constraining global task is divided into several subtasks, which
can be temporarily removed from the execution in order to
free up some DOF for considering the constraints. A complete
system has been built that ensures that enough DOF are always
available to take the constraints into account, and that the
robot completes the full task when it is possible. This system
is thus able to provide a convergence in a large blocked-
up environment, as path planning does, however reactively
and without any global knowledge about the environment.
Several set of experiments have shown that this approach is
able to converge despite various kinds of constraints until
the desired position. Future works will be devoted to the
application of such a method to underactuated robots, such
as non-holonomic robots, or to highly redundant systems such
as mobile manipulators and humanoids.
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Fig. 22. Experiment C: Articular trajectories
Joint 4 is a wrist with a joint limit between angles 0 dg and 360 dg
(corresponding respectively to normalized values 0 and 1). At the beginning,
taking only into account the main vision-based task and disregarding the
joint limits, the robot try to move through this limit: the fourth joint value
increases. Since it is not possible to pass through the joint limit, the look-ahead
controller is activated from Event (2) to Event (3) to go around the limit. The
specific task decreases the joint angular value. The look-ahead controller is
switched off at Event (3) since the visual-servoing convergence domain has
been reached. The robot then reaches the correct position using a classical
vision-based minimization. The fifth joint limit is nearly reached at Events (4)
and (5). The accuracy of the controllers finally enable a positioning very close
to the joint limits.
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Fig. 23. Experiment C: Tasks error
Task eα decreases at the beginning until the robot reaches its joint limit
(Event (1)). The subtask error increases then when the robot moves according
to the specific task introduced by the top controller. When the robot leaves
the local minimum attraction domain (Event (3)), the subtask is put back in
the stack and decreases until 0. Task eR is also temporarily relaxed to avoid
another limit at Event (4) and (5).
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Fig. 24. Experiment C: Tasks criteria for removal
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